PACE12: First International Workshop on Policy and Context Evolution
The 1st International Workshop on Policy and Context Evolution (PACE12) will take place on 11 October 2012 in conjunction with the ICIN 2012
conference in Berlin.
Changing user behaviour and expectations is driving the Policy and Context Evolution. Where services are ‘discovered’, applications are
downloaded, content streamed from the Cloud, business use and personal use are blurred and access methods can be selected or swapped. The
Internet and Cloud facilities are becoming the universal vehicle for applications and content delivery, but they need Policy & Context to enable
them to be monetised. Mobile Broadband services, where resources are constraint, demand stricter policies than fixed connections. Policies can
determine switching to alternative access methods or other delivery networks as a result of priorities and context. Therefore, the Policy decision is
essential to implementing strategies, and must be a flexible, adaptive and dynamic process.
THE PACE WORKSHOP
The PACE workshop is a specialised platform to discuss all of the above and more. PACE12 calls for original contributions addressing these
issues. Prospective speakers are invited to submit research papers on the following themes:
Policy strategy and new services
Policy for the value chain and stakeholders
Business models, Charging and Monetising Policies
Policy and Context capture, interworking and protocols
QoS, QoE and Context Evaluation and Telemetry
Detailed topics within these themes are listed in the PACE Call for Papers at: http://www.icin.biz/pace12 or download the call for papers here.
Registration and Paper Submission are through the EDAS system at http://edas.info//N12261.
IMPORTANT DATES
Paper submission deadline: 9 April 2012
Acceptance notification: 28 May 2012
Speaker registration: 25 June 2012
Full Conference Paper: 30 July 2012
For full submission information please visit the PACE website at: http://www.icin.biz/pace12 or download the call for papers here. Papers presented
at PACE12 will be published in the ICIN 2012 Conference Proceedings and IEEE Xplore.
If you have any questions on topics, content or the selection process, please contact: pace@icin.biz.
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